Step by Step Guide on How to
Avoid Diction Error in Essay
Writing 2022
Essay writing is not an easy skill to develop because it requires knowledge of multiple subjects and skills
to essay writer in an eloquent manner. Writing compelling and quality essays need a lot of planning,
research, and skill. To write a strong essay without any diction errors, you have to carefully craft your
arguments and structure them in a coherent manner by applying all the designated grammar rules.

Alongside the content of your essay, formatting your document according to a specific academic style is also
an essential component in ensuring the quality of your essay. Every individual who is associated with
academics needs to write my essay and be skilled in essay writing. Unfortunately, only a few lucky ones can
master the art of essay writing. Consequently, many individuals find themselves struggling with their
essays.
How to avoid diction error in an essay
To add gravity to your content, it is important that you use strong diction. Your choice of words contributes
to the persuasive quality of your content. If you need sample paper writing by an expert then you can also
contact an academic essay writer. Yes! It is true that by getting a free sample paper you can also write an
excellent essay. In the following section, we have added some creative ideas or steps. By using these you
can promote the quality of your essays by avoiding any diction errors.
Step one: Be Careful of Homonyms

One of the most common mistakes that writers make is in the use of homonyms. These words with the
same sound yet different in meanings can ruin the quality of your essay, if not used with care. For example,
there and their, write and write, then and than, are some common homonyms that can be easily confused.
To ensure that you haven't made any mistakes in this domain, it is better to thoroughly read your
document. For example, when I write my paper, I check my final document through repeated peerreviewing. Getting your mistakes fixed in the use of homonyms manually is a more efficient way than using
spell-check software.
Step Two: Aim for Active Voice
Another effective way to improve your diction in essays is to use active voice sentences in your essays
instead of passive. Active voice sentences allow you to make declarative statements to convince your
audience. Using active voice sentences, you take charge of the opinion which you are stating and become an
active participant in the discussion. The strong, active sentence also keeps the attention of the readers
hooked and its proper use can ensure avoidance of diction error.
Step Three: Make Correct Use of Synonyms
Another trick to elevate the diction of your essays is to look out for the use of synonyms. Sometimes your
reader may witness some ambiguities while reading your essay if the use of synonyms is not correct. It
means you need to be thorough, and of course, there are some rules that are exclusively known by a
professional essay writer as he is the one with years of experience and knowledge. He would make sure to
use a synonym that is relevant to sentence structure and idea instead of using it blindly. In this way, he can
avoid any disruption and just maintain the fluency of your argument.
Step Four: Do Not Use Complicated Jargons
If you are writing an essay by yourself then you should avoid using unprofessional or complicated jargon in
your essay. Remember that you are writing for a general audience, who may not have the background
information to understand your jargon. Essays with good diction always keep the language clear, simple,
and easy to understand. It is the one way to achieve your intended purpose through your writing.
Step Five: Avoid Filler Content
You should know that exaggeration has no place in academic writing, that is why it should be based on
authentic arguments. It means you need to avoid exaggeration in your essays at every cost. For example, if
you can explain something in 300 words, there is no need to extend it to 500 "essay writing service". Keep
the filler content to a minimum. Always make sure that you are actively engaged in arguments throughout
your essays as it is a good way to avoid any diction error.
Step Six; Don’t Overcomplicate
Keeping your sentences short and crisp is a mark of a quality essay. If you are using lengthy sentences then
you might forget to apply multiple grammar rules and this is where a diction error occurs. A poorly
structured sentence can distort the intended meaning. Similarly, the excessive use of complicated
vocabulary also compromises the quality of an essay. Keeping things simple and direct is the best way to
write a quality essay without a diction error.
Step Seven: Avoid Use of Cliches
It is important to know that essays are mostly written in formal writing instead of informal. Therefore, avoid
the use of cliché expressions in your writing. Be specific and precise when stating facts and figures. Avoid
using hyperbole (embellished or inflated expressions), for example, I almost waited for a century before you
arrived. Here “waiting for a century” is an exaggerated expression that must be avoided in writing essays to
avoid any potential diction errors.

Here you go with some top creative rules to improve diction of your essays. Now that you have developed a
fair understanding of how to use language for your essays, what are you waiting for? Grab your pens and
start writing.

